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A handsome pair of Italian 19th century Neo-Classical st. patinated off
white and giltwood matching consoles and mirrors. The pair of freestanding

consoles are raised by faux painted marble blocks and concave supports.
The front circular tapered columns are elegantly decorated by bottom

palmettes with gilt scrolled foliate flowers all below the gilt capital. Above
is the stretcher which joins the front columns to the back panel of the

console and is decorated by a gilt Coeur de Rai border. The back panel has
the fitted original mirror plate framed within the same Coeur de Rai band
and the stretcher. Flanking the mirror plate are two rectangular fluted gilt
columns with a bottom plinth and top capital. The apron also has two outer
gilt rosettes below the mottled gilt molding and the side decorated in the
same manner. Above lay their original Verde Rana Ondato marble tops.
The original mirrors plates are framed within an off white and gilt frame

with bottom blocks flanking the bottom panel with a center gilt reserve and
two outer gilt demi reserves with a rosette and palmettes amidst foliate

scrolls. The two sides and top of the frame a decorated with a repeat of the
same wonderfully decorative rosettes and foliate gilt scrolls. The top

corners have central foliate sprays flanked by cornucopia like designs with
serpents. The inner band of the frame has a Coeur de Rai design while the

outer band is a burnished bull nose.
Console Dimensions: - H: 38.75" L: 51.25" D: 23.5"

Mirror Dimensions: - H: 53" L: 44.25" D: 2.5"

Item #12775-12776     H: 91 in L: 51 in D: 23 in       List Price: $74,500.00






